STATISTICS ALUMNI MEETING AGENDA

DATE:  Saturday, April 6, 2019
TIME:  10.00 AM
LOCATION: Higgins Labs 218

10:00  Welcome, Preliminary Remarks

10.10 Invited Talks
10:10 Kaitlyn Brady – BJ’s
     Title: Getting the Job: A Candidate and Interviewer’s Perspective

10:35 Xueer Jing - Mafre
     Title: Artificial Intelligence in industry

10:55 Chi Zhang - Lonza
     Title: Manage Your Failures.

11:15 Jie Bao - EMC-Dell
     Title: Tips to Prepare for an Interview.

11:50 Kristen Kehrer – Data Moves Me, LLC
     Title: How to explain Technical Results to Nontechnical Audience

12:15-2:00  Lunch and Networking

Attendees:
Charles Alberts, Shiquan He, Anton Libsch, Liyi Shen, Wei Zhao, Hang Ding